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Abstract
This report presents a clinical case describing successful endovascular transplantation of autologous bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) into liver of a patient with liver cirrhosis.
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Introduction
Liver cirrhosis (LC) remains a major challenge of modern medicine. According to the Global Burden of Disease 2010 study, liver cirrhosis caused 31 million Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALYs), or 1.2% of global DALYs, in 2010, and one million deaths, or 2% of all deaths worldwide in that year [1,2]. Currently, the arsenal of tools aimed at improving the functional state of the liver and other organs and systems affected by LC has been significantly increased, but the results of treatment remain unsatisfactory. A relatively radical method for treatment of LC patients is liver transplantation. However, in the near future it will not be possible to provide patients with donors in the demanded volumes, as well as organize this service in many hospitals, for a number of scientific and economic reasons [3]. The above data have caused a search for more affordable and effective methods for treatment of LC patients. In this respect, the data on the successful results of transplantation of different kinds of stem cells used to stimulate reparative processes in damaged tissues of various organs have a great scientific and practical interest [4-8]. Below we present a clinical case describing successful endovascular transplantation of autologous bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) into liver of a patient with liver cirrhosis.

Case presentation

The 56-year-old man who is the subject of this report was admitted to the surgical department of the Institute of Emergency and Reconstructive Surgery, named after V.K. Gusak of NAMS of Ukraine, with acute gastrointestinal bleeding. The patient reported general weakness, malaise, fatigue, bloating, and bloody vomiting. He had the experience of drinking alcohol, although he did not suffer from chronic alcoholism. He denied any history of viral hepatitis.

A physical examination revealed a severe clinical condition; the skin and sclera were pale, slightly icteric. The abdominal palpation revealed a slight pain in the right upper quadrant and epigastric zone. The liver was enlarged and splenomegaly was marked. Hemodynamic instability was noted (BP - 90/50 mmHg, pulse - 100 bpm). The heart sounds were muffled. Auscultation of the lungs revealed vesicular breathing, which was weakened in the lower lung fields.

Blood test: HB - 76 g/L, Er - 3.7*10¹²/L, platelets - 180,000/mL, and leukocytes – 5.6*10⁹/L; ESR - 56 mm/h; total protein - 76 g/L; albumin - 28 g/l; total bilirubin - 36 mmol/l; ALT – 136 IU/L and AST – 185 IU/L; blood glucose was 3.5 mmol/L.

Hepatitis viruses were not found in the patient. Abdominal sonography revealed hepatomegaly, splenomegaly, and a moderate amount of free fluid; the structure of the liver was non-uniform and the diffuse changes of parenchyma were noted. Portal vein diameter was 1.2 cm; the portal blood flow...
was 420 ml/min. During EGD, we identified varicose veins of the esophagus and stomach of III degree, which were the cause of the bleeding. Bleeding was stopped by clipping these veins. A liver biopsy of the avascular zone was performed under local anesthesia and ultrasound control. Monoject ABC needles (Sherwood Medical) were used. The severity of cirrhosis was evaluated by Child-Pugh criteria. The Child-Pugh class B was defined.

The patient underwent intensive treatment and preventive measures aimed at preventing re-bleeding, improving the functional capacity of the liver and kidneys. A week later, the patient was discharged to home in good condition with the recommendation to observe a strict diet that excluded alcohol. A month later, after re-examination, we harvested bone marrow for transplantation of autologous MSCs into the liver. The patient was aware of the planned method of transplantation, possible side effects, and complications. Written informed consent was obtained.

The culture of autologous MSCs was isolated from the bone marrow obtained by puncture of the iliac crest (2 months before MSCs transplantation). Bone marrow aspirate was diluted by Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS) in a ratio of 1:2.5. Density gradient separation medium Histopaque®-1077 was added to a 50-ml centrifuge tube (1 ml per 1 ml of the bone marrow). The bone marrow cell suspension was carefully layered on top of the gradient. After that, the tube was centrifuged at room temperature at 1800–2000 rpm for 30–40 minutes. The interphase cells containing MSCs were collected in a 15-ml centrifuge tube with a small amount of HBSS and re-suspended. The tube was centrifuged at 800–1000 rpm for 8–10 minutes. Supernatant was removed; the precipitate was re-suspended in HSSS and centrifugation was repeated twice. After that, the precipitate was mixed with growth medium containing DMEM/F12 (Sigma, USA), 20% FBS (“Biolot”, Russia), and mitogens, and then suspension was seeded onto 75 cm² plastic flasks at a density of 1-2x10^5 cells/cm² and placed in a carbon dioxide incubator for 3 days (37°C, 5% CO2). Next, the medium was replaced and non-adherent cells were removed. The medium replacement took place every 2 days. The term of autologous MSCs cultivation was 42 days.

For identification and characterization of MSCs, the basic criteria recommended by the International Society of Cell Technologies in 2006 were applied:
(a) MSCs must be adherent to plastic under standard tissue culture conditions;
(b) MSCs must express certain cell surface markers such as CD73, CD90, and CD105, and lack expression of other markers including CD45, CD34, CD14, or CD11b, CD79alpha or CD19 and HLA-DR surface molecules;
(c) MSCs must have the capacity to differentiate into osteoblasts, adipocytes, and chondroblasts under in vitro conditions.

On day 42 after MSC cultivation, the patient was re-admitted to the hospital for SMSCs transplantation into the liver. The patient was catheterized a. hepatica propria through the femoral approach; then the cultured autologous MSCs were intro-arterial injected. The manipulation underwent well. Complications directly related to the manipulation were not. As seen in Figure 1, the arterial tree of liver surface was impaired. After the procedure, the patient was discharged from the surgical department and discharged home 3 days later in satisfactory condition.

During the follow-up 2 months after transplantation, clinical improvement was revealed, as well as positive dynamics in the laboratorial parameters. We also noted a decrease in the severity of astheno-vegetative syndrome, disappearance of ascites, anemic and thrombocytopenic syndromes, improvement of protein-synthetic liver function (increased albumin levels), and a reduction phenomena of cytolysis (decrease in the levels of thymol test and ALT). A follow-up examination at the end of the year after intra-arterial MSCs transplantation into liver revealed positive trends both in the subjective symptoms and laboratory-instrumental investigations. Objectively: a icterus (“jaundice”) was not observed, the general condition of the patient was improved, and malaise has not occurred within the specified period of observation. Ascites was also not detected by ultrasound. Portal blood flow was 460 ml/min. Laboratory parameters also showed a positive trend: Hb 108 g/L; Er - 3.5x10¹² /l; platelets - 210,000/ml; leucocytes - 3.8x10⁹ /L, ESR - 22 mm/hour; total bilirubin - 22 μmol/L, total protein 98 g/L; albumin - 40 g/l; ALT - 86 IU/L; ACT - 92 IU/L; thymol test - 1.9; blood glucose was 4.2 mmol/L.

Thus, the above data showed high clinical efficacy of the intra-arterial administration of MSCs via the hepatic artery in a patient with liver cirrhosis.

Figure 1. SMSC transplantation into a. hepatica propria
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